Until now, the conflicts between Indians and settlers in Stephen F. Austin's Texas colony in the 1820s and early 1830s have been mostly ignored by historians. Allen G. Hatley's detailed examination of those conflicts shows that they were a major force shaping Austin's approach to Texas colonization. *The Indian Wars* offers an alternative view of Texas' first Anglo settlement.

"More than just a factual account of the Indian wars, this book will leave the reader with a better understanding of how American frontiersmen responded to a harsh environment and foreign cultures... Our picture of Western and Texas history grows more complete."

—Gregg Cantrell

Freelance writer Allen G. Hatley was born in San Antonio, Texas. He has written extensively on Western history, law enforcement, and petroleum exploration. His *Texas Constables: A Frontier Heritage*, the first definitive history of that group of lawmen, was published by Texas Tech University Press in 1999.

He is currently working on a book that looks at how lawmen and the courts attempted to bring law and order to Texas during the Lone Star State's first fifty-five years.
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